
Mechanisms Chooser Chart

To change the type of movement You can use:

From linear to rotating

linear motion rotating motion

wheel and axle

rope and pulley

rack and pinion

wheel and axle rack and pinion

screw thread

chain and sprocket

From rotating to linear wheel and axle

rack and pinion

belt and pulley screw thread

chain and sprocket

linear motionrotating motion

From rotating to reciprocating crank, link and slider cam and slide 
follower

cam and slide 
follower

From rotating to oscillating crank, link and lever cam and lever 
follower

peg and slot

reciprocating motionrotating motion

From reciprocating to rotating crank, link and slider

crank, link and slider

crank, link and slider

reciprocating motion rotating motion

oscillating motionrotating motion

From oscillating to rotating crank, link and lever peg and slot

oscillating motion rotating motion

From reciprocating to oscillating

reciprocating motion oscillating motion

From oscillating to reciprocating

reciprocating motionoscillating motion
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To change the direction of movement   You can use:

From clockwise to anticlockwise

anticlockwise motionclockwise motion

gears

gears
With parts rotating or oscillating

With parts reciprocating or moving in a straight line

belt and pulley

rotary motion with axis
at different angles

rotary motion

lower speedspeed

larger forceforce

smaller speedspeed

smaller forceforce

bevel gears

bevel gears

flexible
couplings

worm and wheel

worm and wheel

From left to right

rightward motionleftward motion

levers linked levers rope and pulley

From left to right

vertical motionhorizontal motion

levers linked levers

levers linked levers

rope and pulley

To change the axis of rotation You can use:

To increase output force You can use:
and decrease speed

To increase output speed You can use:
and decrease force

belt and pulley

belt and pulley

rope and pulley

input output

chain and sprocket
input

output

wheel and axle

gears
With parts rotating or oscillating

With parts reciprocating or moving in a straight line

bevel gears

levers linked levers

belt and pulley

input output
chain and sprocket

input

output
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